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3, then IUl = iGI( = IC2(U)lc 
Pepresentation theorem (TheQreml 
trices. This a~~~~g~~ yidds t&e mai 

n! k-ply pemutations sf Sn fom in general a very small proper subset of all 

(J) ! pamutation matrices of size (3. Thus it is not clear wh 
laes fix every unitary U in the pdytoge co{$;f _oIC~(l?~)[: z 8* 
unitary u for which. this holds sjtterflal; oahewise extemub. 
reasons, establi erikoski, Virtanen. 
[B8,B,19] to Tile1 s are internal; the 
wauld fok9w. It came as an unpIeasant surprise when DFU y 
ample of a matrix U * UB)~~ in SU(4) which is external; i.e. for whit 
h&k +K(3); see Section 2. 

e heuristics o~~~~~e~ in Section 3 fix establishing past (a) of the 
eed for any exte al U f W(4) instead of U = Urn. 





a Q[S4] one calculates the primitive ide 

{ (sgn a)a: d stabilizes columns sf ?Tj} 

(0: d stabilizes mws cF 7lj}, 

equal up to some mnzero multi 

q +id - (11,4))(id+ (1,2) + (I,3) + (2,3) + (1,2,3) + (1,3,2)), 

+(id - (1,3) - (24 -I- (It3)(2,4))(id+ (1,2) + (3,4)+ (&2)f (3, 

From this we hea the dimensions dim no = 1, dim 7ti = 4 - dim do) = 
) = 2. Thus Saxl’s theorem predicts the existence of4 x 

atrices Q, 0, respectively, such that 

t to their invariant s 
she 6 x 6 case) alisa 



Q 
--l/2 0 = 
-n/a 0 
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f. (a) Let d = {a’, . . . ,Q&. Consider the set of 1 x q 
, . . . , QZ}. The hypothesis. of the lemma implies set 

OIxq in its convex hull - otherwise there existed by the 
em, see [S], Article 89 or [IO], p. 534, a real y sue 
there exist ti 2 0 SUrPlI@ $0 1 SUCh that Ci tia: = 01 

= 0. (b) It is a direct consequence 0 

As QGC cmsequence which we shaB1 not use Bates we mention t 
slight extension of Fieder's result [9]. 

f, This claim is equivalent to that 2(x, y, U) is vallid whenever the nt- 
QIE ~QlUXd t3’ktQL %Z& QUt t 

entry as a vaaia Ie - call it jL Fix all the other real quantities in the ex 
in the rhs(2). Wath suitable real Q~, bo, d E &, these expressions can 

ne fQlTI% Qf the type 

y Fieder's result these forms contain for all real J the real 0 i3 their convex 
hull. Passing to hxrqpmus linar forms, we can ides the clai 
360. El 

5, Let A, B, C be real invertible 2 x 2 matrices such that A 
-‘A &rave no real eigenvahes. Then there ho6ds either for all x E 

{O2x1} or for no such x that O2x, f co{Ax,Bx, Cx}. 

f. By hypothesis for any x E R2 \ {O2x1} and all r f R, A3?x # xx. 
Equivalently, for all x # 0, 0~~ 1, Ax, ire three distinct noncohi 

t he gAx& ,h dQeS IlUt CUlltiiin 0. 
t lines gsgk,cx and gcxAx never hit the origin of t&e Euclidean 

plane. Consequently either the 0 in is contained for all x # 0 in the interior of 
Ie with vertices Ax, Bx, , QC fQr nQ SUCh x. g 
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-4 u Dru = 
4 

4 

b 
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-4 
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T’ = 

0.3323 0.8249 

> 
T” = 

0.3323 -0.3952 
-0.3721 ’ -0.8249 -0.372 1 

p = -0.7243 0.2 149 

-0.21%49 0.68 

One checks that the eigenvalues of P T”, F Y, an 
CWiQUdy there occurs the same pair in the 

-0.6553 * 0*7553i. 
Since 



The proof in Section 2 uses the possibi%ity of writing matrices in tin in 
various ways as convex combinations of permutations. 

ided BUT choices of f,t”!t”’ E /P(jCl(UDru)lo2). Probably past (a) of the 
;ain Theorem can be established for other explicitly given external U by 

similar consideratims. 
Real mlaiples of 2 x 2 rotations # I2 heave m real eigenvalues. 

reflectionskotations are ke~ectionslrotations. Products of tws re 
two rotations are roktions. So if we could choose t, t”, t” s 

P, P are alf small perturbations either of muftipks of rotati 
CtiQnS, ;al-d (ii) their &St CQh?l=E WQUid irlCh& the Qri@l-l Qft 

plane, then Lemma 5 guarantees 0 f cQiT'xJ"x, T"'lr} for al1 X. 
To achieve this, we note from (5) and Cordhry 2(b), that since C, ta = 11, 

Iit turns out that tk;re occur only certain six orthogonal matrices O(a). Puttina 
c = & = 2cos(lr/6) = I.7321 ?? . ?? , the following table gives in the u 
part these matrices, called in the line low s;, . . . , 06* folbwed by t 
The cotumn of q contains in its Howemost part the indications of the asso- 
ciated (r in word representation. The smutatiom4; mz pemdd~ by their leG- 



e most elegant exposition of 4 
e bases his analysis on geometry rathe 

2x5-256 is complete, 



This obviously implies part (b) of the Main Theorem. ??

FQS an explicit example, the reader can check that x’ = [01~j 2.3 
[Ol,j 0 0 2.3 0 2.3 0 0 0 2.3 1 i]“‘, 

for all 6 E &. The construction of t 
red&s as given in the next sectiQn and 

ideas above. 



x*w(6, U)y = (R(a, U),x.y) 
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